…And more at
humanesociety.org/
kindnews
 Learn more about trap-

neuter-return programs
and how you can get
involved in World Spay Day
activities celebrated on
February 28, 2017
S
 ee options for parents to

order home subscriptions
of Kind News, now available
for $10 each, including six
annual issues and a
parents guide
 Download an activity page

for your students

Teachers Guide
primary edition: recommended for grades k–2

The theme of Kind News is kindness to people and animals
and respect for natural habitats. Its emphasis on humane
values, such as fairness, compassion and responsibility,
encourages good character in children, and its colorful design,
simple vocabulary and engaging subject matter help instill
reading habits.
You are now receiving the Primary edition of Kind News. If you prefer
a more challenging reading level, you may switch to the Junior
edition. Please allow 6-8 weeks for your new edition to arrive.

SUBSCRIPTION QUESTION?
We will be happy to help you. Please contact us at:
kindnews@humanesociety.org
telephone: 877.902.9757 (toll free)
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fax: 818.487.4550

kindnews@humanesociety.org · humanesociety.org/kindnews
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© 2017 the humane society of the united states (the hsus). all rights reserved. kind
news may not be reproduced in any form without written permission from the hsus.
student contributions may be edited for readability. the classroom edition of kind
news is published five times a year, august through may. a classroom subscription is
$30 per year and each issue includes 28 copies of kind news plus a teachers guide. kind
news is also available as a single-copy home subscription, published six times a year,
including a parents guide, for $10 per subscription.

Teachers Guide
primary edition

feb/mar 2017

recommended for grades k–2

Cats roam outside in most neighborhoods
in the United States. Some are pets whose
owners let them outside, but many are
community cats, who may be feral or one-time
pets who are now stray, lost or abandoned.
They lead hard, and often short, lives when
no one cares for them or provides them with
medical care. The more we understand
outdoor cats and the complicated issues
related to them, the more effectively we can
help them, reduce cat overpopulation and
protect wildlife. In this issue, readers will
meet two young girls who recognized a
community cat problem in their town and
put a plan into action to solve it.
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FLIP OVER!
Turn the page for
Common Core
activities to use in
your classroom.

